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REPUBLIC FLOORS is all about innovation that
gives you the freedom of choice.
Until now, people who wished to floor their homes
had the choice between the products of big
manufacturers - who typically offer decent products at
high prices and limited range – and imports that offer
a large variety of styles at low cost, but suffer from
dubious quality and reliability.
Many such imports don’t even conform to lenient
US health codes - let alone California’s strict CARB
requirements.
With REPUBLIC all that has changed.
REPUBLIC was created to offer the best of both
worlds – great, GUARANTEED quality, offered in
range of dazzling styles – and all at lower prices.
We can do all that because we don’t IMPORT our
products from unknown makers in the Far East– we
MANUFACTURE it in the Far East ourselves or
we import it from the finest floor makers in Europe.
REPUBLIC: you never have to settle for less.
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The Benefits of SPC Flooring
l

There is little doubt that Stone Plastic Composite (SPC) flooring is emerging as one
of the most popular flooring categories today. But what is SPC and what is the reason
behind that popularity? Here are a few answers to some key questions.

l

What is SPC?
SPC is a composite material that does not contain any wood. It is waterproof, rigid and
stable. SPC products are commonly referred to as enhanced vinyl plank, luxury vinyl
flooring or waterproof vinyl.

l

Is SPC better than laminate?
The biggest advantage of SPC is that it's waterproof and appropriate for areas where
laminate shouldn’t be used – bathrooms, for example. In addition, the wear layer of
SPC offers more cushion and absorbs sound to make a quieter floor.

l

How is SPC different from LVT?
This biggest difference between SPC and LVT is that SPC is waterproof.
It can also be laid over most subfloors with little preparation. Unlike traditional vinyl
floor that will highlight any unevenness present in the subfloor, the rigid core of SPC
flooring allows for longer and wider format options so you don't have to worry when
installing over cracks or divots in subfloors.

SCS Global Services does hereby certify that an independent assessment has been conducted on behalf of:

Republic Floor
2250 Yates Ave., Commerce, CA, United States

For the following product(s):

Vinyl Tile:
PURE SPC 3.2mm-8.0mm
The product(s) meet(s) all of the necessary qualifications to be certified for the following claim(s):
®

FloorScore

Indoor Air Quality Certified to SCS-EC10.3-2014 v4.0
Conforms to the CDPH/EHLB Standard Method v1.2-2017 (California Section 01350), effective April 1, 2017, for the school
classroom and private office parameters when modeled as Flooring.
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Measured Concentration of Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC): Less than/equal to 0.5 mg/m (in compliance with
CDPH/EHLB Standard Method v1.2-2017)

Registration # SCS-FS-04893
Valid from: February 23, 2018 to October 31, 2018
SCS Global Services is currently the only certification body approved by the Resilient Floor Covering Institute (RFCI) to provide FloorScore® product
certification; certified products are only listed on the SCS Green Products Guide, http://www.scsglobalservices.com/certified-green-products-guide.

Stanley Mathuram, PE, Vice President
SCS Global Services
2000 Powell Street, Ste. 600, Emeryville, CA 94608 USA

SPC BENEFITS
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THE BRENTWOOD
COLLECTION

Just like the tree lined, upscale neighborhood, The Republic Brentwood
collection offers a plush impression and classic tone combined with durability
like no other floor. Republic’s new Extra-Long floor features wider and longer
planks for a more authentic look and feel.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the ﬂoors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty. In addition,
our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes attached to
the ﬂoor planks. Not only does this make installation quicker - it also oﬀers
excellent noise insulation never available before.
Edge Profile:EIR+4 sided bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential and 10 Years Commercial.
Extra-Long planks: 1800mm (71 7/8”).
Extra-Wide planks: 228mm (9”).
Total Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Extra-Long Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV+Ceramic beads.
Box Size:26.51 SQF.
Wear layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation method: Glueless Floating.
Installation level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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THE BRENTWOOD COLLECTION
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GREAT CALIFORNIA OAK
COLLECTION

The Republic Great California Oak collection, with its beveled edges and
realistic grains, looks practically identical to real wood flooring, but is far
more durable and affordable than ever AND is 100% waterproof! Republic's
new Extra-Wide floor features wider and longer planks for a more authentic
old-floor look and feel.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty. In addition,
our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes attached to the
floor planks. Not only does this make installation much easier and quicker it also offers excellent noise insulation never available before.
Edge Profile: EIR+sided bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential and 10 Years Commercial.
Extra-Long planks: 1524mm (60”).
Extra-Wide planks: 228mm (9”).
Total Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Extra-Wide Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV.
Box Size: 37.4 SQF
Wear layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation method: Glueless Floating.
Installation level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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GREAT CALIFORNIA OAK COLLECTION

Extra-Wide Pure SPC Flooring
Extra-Wide planks: 228mm (9")
Extra-Long planks: 1524mm (60")
Total Thickness: 8mm (Including anti-bacterial EVA)
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GREAT OREGON OAK
COLLECTION

The mighty, native oaks of the Pacific Northwest are known for their enduring
strength. The Republic Great Oregon Oak Collection provides you with the
natural beauty and durability of these majestic trees. Republic's new ExtraWide floor features wider and longer planks for a more authentic old-floor
look and feel.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty.
In addition, our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes
attached to the floor planks. Not only does this make installation much
easier and quicker - it also offers excellent noise insulation never
available before.
Edge Profile: EIR+sided bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential and 10 Years Commercial.
Extra-Long planks: 1524mm (60”).
Extra-Wide planks: 228mm (9”).
Total Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Extra-Wide Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV.
Box Size: 37.4 SQF
Wear layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation method: Glueless Floating.
Installation level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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GREAT OREGON OAK COLLECTION

Extra-Wide Pure SPC Flooring
Extra-Wide planks: 228mm (9")
Extra-Long planks: 1524mm (60")
Total Thickness: 8mm (Including anti-bacterial EVA)
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COASTAL OAK
COLLECTION

The Republic Coastal Oak collection provides the calming feel of the
shoreline with durability that's affordable. The natural oak look brings
a relaxing, serene atmosphere to your home. Our new exclusive Pure SPC
line is 100% waterproof.
The new Republic Coastal Oak collection is Pure SPC featuring our own
technology the makes our floors both unique and durable. We stand
behind our long lasting, waterproof flooring with a limited 25 year residential
warranty, and a 10 year commercial warranty.
In addition, our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes
attached to the floor planks. Not only does this make installation much easier
and quicker - it also offers excellent noise insulation never available before.
Surface: EIR+Micro Bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential and 10 Years Commercial.
Planks Length: 1220mm (48”).
Planks Width: 182mm (7 5/32”).
Thickness: 7.8mm. (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV.
Box Size: 33.46 SQF.
Wear layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation method: Glueless Floating.
Installation level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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COASTAL OAK COLLECTION

Pure SPC Flooring
Planks Length: 1220mm (48")
Planks Width: 182mm (7 5/32")
Thickness: 6.3mm
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BEACH HOUSE
COLLECTION

Nothing beats the warm and comforting feeling of a day at the beach. The
Republic Beach House collection, in easy going colors, invokes that feeling
with its real wood grain look and its ability to stand up to water. Go ahead
and allow wet feet to come in and dry off - we've got you covered!
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic's proprietary Stone Plastic
Composite technology which is completely inert and waterproof. Unlike
WPC (wood plastic composite) floors, Republic's stone composite contains
no wood of any kind. At 7mm thickness, it is stronger and snaps into place
far easier than the usual 5.5mm composites. It lasts longer and - true to the
Republic way - is completely green.
Profile: 4 sided bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential and 5 Years Commercial.
Thickness: 7mm.
Construction: Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV.
Box Size: 23.64 SQF.
Wear Layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation Method: Glueless Floating.
Installation Level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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BEACH HOUSE COLLECTION
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MOUNTAIN OAK
COLLECTION

For those who enjoy the view of the snow capped Denali, or the breezy, calm
feel of the live oaks on the coast of Carmel, our Mountain Oak Collection is
right for you.
Republic’s own technology has ensured that these floors remain completely
durable and 100% waterproof, while giving the look and feel of real
hardwood flooring.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof and carries a limited
25 year residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty.
Republic’s Pure SPC floors are stronger and snap into place much easier
than other floors.
Edge Profile: EIR+4 sided bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential 10 Years commercial.
Extra-long planks: 1524mm (60”).
Extra-Wide planks: 228mm (9”).
Total Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Extra-Wide Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV.
Box Size: 37.4 SQF
Wear layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation method: Glueless Floating.
Installation level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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MOUNTAIN OAK COLLECTION

Extra-Wide Pure SPC Flooring
Extra-Wide planks: 228mm (9")
Extra-Long planks: 1524mm (60")
Total Thickness: 8mm (Including anti-bacterial EVA)
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THE FRENCH ISLANDS
COLLECTION

The Republic French Islands collection, with its extra-long planks and
soothing colors, evokes a sense of tranquility and brings effortless beauty
to any space in your home.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year ommercial warranty.
In addition, our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes
attached to the floor planks. Not only does this make installation much easier
and quicker - it also offers excellent noise insulation never available before.
Surface: Micro Bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential 10 Years commercial.
Planks Length: 1545mm (60 7/8").
Planks Width: 181mm (71⁄8").
Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV.
Box Size: 36.13 SQF / 3.36 SQM.
Wear layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation method: Glueless Floating.
Installation level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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THE FRENCH ISLANDS COLLECTION
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CARMEL BY THE SEA
COLLECTION

The Carmel By The Sea collection provides an ethereal, subdued feeling
while being 100% waterproof and durable. These floors look identical to
real wood and utilize Republic’s own technology, making the floors
completely stable.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty. In addition,
our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes attached to the
floor planks. Not only does this make installation much easier and
quicker - it also offers excellent noise insulation never available before.
Surface: 4 sided bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential 10 Years commercial.
Planks Length: 1220mm (48").
Planks Width: 180mm (7 3/32").
Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV.
Box Size: 23.64 SQF.
Wear layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation method: Glueless Floating.
Installation level: All Grades.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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CARMEL BY THE SEA COLLECTION
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CROWN COLONY
COLLECTION

Add a modern, regal feel to your home or business with Republic Floor's
new Crown Colony collection. The wider boards and physical ripples give
this floor a natural feel, while maintaining the strength and durability you've
come to expect from a Republic Floor.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty. In addition,
our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes attached to the
floor planks. Not only does this make installation much easier and quicker it also offers excellent noise insulation never available before.
Surface: 4 sided bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential 10 Years commercial.
Planks Length: 1524mm (60").
Planks Width: 182mm (7 11/64").
Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV.
Box Size: 29.86 SQF.
Wear layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation method: Glueless Floating.
Installation level: All Grades.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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CROWN COLONY COLLECTION
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COUNTRYSIDE
COLLECTION

The Countryside collection from Republic provides the soft, neutral colors of
the backwoods while staying true to our very own technology that provides
durability and is 100% waterproof. Republic's new Extra-Wide floor features
wider and longer planks for a more authentic old-floor look and feel.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty. In addition,
our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes attached to the
floor planks. Not only does this make installation much easier and quicker - it
also offers excellent noise insulation never available before.
Surface: 4 sided bevel.
Warranty: Limited 25 Years Residential 10 Years commercial.
Extra-Long Planks: 1524mm (60").
Extra-Wide Planks: 228mm (9").
Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Extra-Wide Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV.
Box Size: 37.4 SQF.
Wear layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation method: Glueless Floating.
Installation level: All Grades.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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COUNTRYSIDE COLLECTION
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SOUTERN CHARM
COLLECTION

Invoking the warm, welcoming hospitality of the region, Republic’s Southern
Charm collection is as appealing as a tall glass of sweet tea on a balmy
summer day.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty. In addition,
our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes attached to the
floor planks. Not only does this make installation much easier and quicker - it
also offers excellent noise insulation never available before.
Surface: EIR+Micro Bevel.
Planks Length: 1545mm (60 53/64”).
Planks Width: 181mm (7 1/8").
Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV+Ceramic beads.
Box Size: 36.13 SQF.
Wear Layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation Method: Glueless Floating.
Installation Level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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SOUTERN CHARM COLLECTION
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WESTERN NORTH WOODS
COLLECTION

Republic’s Western North Woods collection is like a breath of crisp, fresh air.
With colors that invoke the calm of the great outdoors, you will feel like you
are one with nature every day.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty. In addition,
our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes attached to the
floor planks. Not only does this make installation much easier and quicker - it
also offers excellent noise insulation never available before.

Surface: EIR+Micro Bevel.
Planks Length: 1218mm (47 61/64”).
Planks Width: 181mm (7 1/8").
Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV+Ceramic beads.
Box Size: 28.48 SQF.
Wear Layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation Method: Glueless Floating.
Installation Level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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WESTERN NORTH WOODS COLLECTION
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THE WESTWOOD
COLLECTION

Republic’s The Westwood collection is as unique as the neighborhood itself.
The neighborhood is known for its walkability and this collection handles
volumes of foot traffic in exquisite style.
The new Republic Pure SPC features Republic’s proprietary technology that
makes the floors completely inert and waterproof. It carries a limited 25 year
residential warranty and a limited 10 year commercial warranty. In addition,
our all-new anti-bacterial EVA underlayment padding comes attached to the
floor planks. Not only does this make installation much easier and quicker - it
also offers excellent noise insulation never available before.

Surface:EIR+Painted V-groove.
Planks Length: 1220mm (48 1/32”).
Planks Width: 178mm (7 1/64").
Thickness: 8mm (Including 1.5mm anti-bacterial acoustic underlayment).
Construction: Pure SPC Flooring.
Finish: Aluminium Oxide UV+Ceramic beads.
Box Size: 23.38 SQF.
Wear Layer: 0.5mm/20mil.
Recommended Usage: Residential and Commercial.
Installation Method: Glueless Floating.
Installation Level: All Grades.
Matching Moldings Available.
Phthalate Free.
Slip Resistance: R10.
VOC Emissions: No VOC.
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THE WESTWOOD COLLECTION
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Installation instructions
Product Inspections
Inspection of all flooring material must be done before installation.
Materials with visible defects are not covered under warranties once they are
installed. Our Pure SPC floors are manufactured in accordance with accepted
industry standards, which permit defect tolerance not to exceed 2%.

Sub-Floor Preparation
l

Sub-floor must be flat, dry, smooth, level, free from residues and structurally sound.

l

A level slope is a foundation that is less from 5mm over 2 meters or ¼” over 6 feet.

l

Documents must be kept of all test results for warranty purposes.

Preparing the Room
l

Check that the doors can still open and close after Pure SPC flooring is installed.

Radiant Floor Heating
l

Pure SPC floors can be installed over of a multitude of in-floor heating systems, provided
that instructions from the supplier of the in-floor heating system are followed.

l

The temperature of the sub-floor or the heat radiating from electric heating mats should
not exceed 84 degrees Fahrenheit (29 degrees Celsius).

PURE SPC GENERAL INFORMATION
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Installation Guidelines
l

Pure SPC flooring must be installed indoors.

l

Pure SPC flooring should not be exposed to temperatures above 140° F (60° C)
or below 32° F (0° C).

Expansion space should be left around the perimeter. Typically expansion is equal to the
thickness of the product installed.
You can install on grade, below grade or above.
Republic Floor requires 3/8” expansion for every 20 feet in length or width. A T-molding is
required for greater than 40 feet in length or width.
A ¼” expansion space must also be for undercut jambs and casing.
Start in a corner and lay first row with tongue sides toward walls. Proper expansion space
can be achieved by pulling floor away from wall once first three rows have been installed.
Hold the next board against the first board at approximately 45 degree angle and lay flat
on floor. Continue in this manner for the entire first row.
Cut end board in first row to correct length and start second row with left over piece
(if possible). End joints must be staggered by at least 8” for a natural random appearance.
Butt seam must be placed in each row regardless of width.
Hold boards approximately 45 degree angles to board in front. Press forward to engage
joint and lay flat on floor.
When three rows have been laid, pull floor away from starting wall until there is proper
amount of expansion space. Place shims between floor and wall to maintain this space.
You can proceed until the entire floor is finished.
Trim the underlayment before installing quarter rounds or wall base.

PURE SPC CARE INSTRUCTIONS
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Warranty
Pure SPC flooring carries a limited 25 year residential warranty and a limited 10 year
commercial warranty for wear to the finish under proper usage and maintenance
conditions. Pure SPC flooring is guaranteed to be 100% waterproof but spills should be
cleaned in a timely manner to prevent the possibility of mold or mildew growth.
The guarantee applies only to the original purchaser and proof of purchase is required for
all claims. The guarantee is for replacement or refund of the Pure SPC material only, not
for any labor. Claims for wear must show a minimum dime size area. This guarantee is
pro-rated based on the amount of time the Pure SPC floor has been installed.
A percentage would be replaced depending on the length of time since the Pure SPC
floor was installed. Defect of goods must be proven by inspection procedures deemed
proper by the Manufacturer. Warranty is conditioned upon Manufacturers receipt of notice
in writing from the buyer of the alleged defect prior to expiration of the warranty period and
evidence that the products were properly installed and not subject to any of the exclusions
described below.

Exclusions
l

Any visible defects noted after installation.

l

Consequential or incidental damages, such as any loss, expense or damages other than
to the flooring itself that may result from a defect in the flooring.

l

Improper installation including, but not limited to, installation by non-licensed
individual(s).

l

Improper maintenance or inadequate care, including, but not limited to, mold or
mildew growth as a result of excessive moisture accumulation.

l

Accidents, abuse, or misuse.

l

Building settling or uneven sub-floor.

l

Damages caused by furniture without felt pads or protective covers.

l

Damages caused by sharp objects making contact with the floor.

l

Damage caused by excessive sunlight.

l

Damages caused by urine or other bodily fluids.

PURE SPC WARRANTY INFORMATION
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Maintenance Information
l

Place natural fiber rugs at entry points to help trap grit and absorb moisture that may
damage the finish. This can protect the floors from dirt or wear.

l

To prevent abrasive dirt and dust from accumulating and scratching the finish, vacuum,
sweep or dust mop your floor once a week or more if needed. The vacuum head
should be a brush or felt attachment. Do not use a vacuum with a beater bar head.

l

We recommend Basic Coatings Squeaky Clean or Bona Hardwood Cleaner for regular
cleaning and removing grease and smudges from your floor.

l

Do not use harsh abrasive cleaners, bleach, ammonia or vinegar based cleaners, wax
or acrylic polishes, or oil soaps. These may dull or damage the finish, leaving a greasy
film and making the floor slippery and more difficult to clean.

l

Protect your floor against direct sunlight or any intense source of artificial lighting.
Over time, intense natural and artificial light may discolor the floors.

l

Do not roll, or drag heavy objects across your floor. Do not wear shoes having heel taps,
spikes, cleats, rocks, gravel or sharp objects protruding from the sole.

l

Add felt pads to all furniture and chair legs to prevent damage to the floor.
Replace the felt pads when dirty or worn. For extremely heavy objects, use wide,
non staining rubber cups. Protective floor coverings for wheeled office furniture
should be used.

PURE SPC MAINTENANCE INFORMATION
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